Contestant: Thomas Reynolds  
Drag Mom: Gabbriella But’zin

Thomas Reynolds is anything but feminine, growing up in Ann Arbor Michigan where he enjoyed working on and racing muscle cars and motorcycles. He is a family man and has been married to his patient, loving, beautiful, fun, smart and kind wife Tami for 19 years. They live in Littleton with their two daughters, Haylee and Payton. Thomas is currently the Project/Service Manager for Peerless Midwest, providing sales, service and testing of fire pump equipment. He is an expert in the field and is known as “the best of the best” and “the guy to call” when needing anything related to large fire pumps.

Thomas is a huge supporter and advocate of the LGBTQ+ community. He’s inspired by the important work of the Matthew Shepard Foundation and its mission to fight hatred. Thomas said he was “willing to do anything to raise awareness of Matt’s story and bring financial support to the Foundation.” – we will see!

Thomas’s ‘Drag Eye’ transformation is inspired by several iconic women including Ruth Bader Ginsburg and Michelle Obama. We can’t wait to see his performance, which will be geared toward the evolution of iconic female entertainers.

**Personal Motto:** “Work hard, play hard, and treat other as you would want to be treated.”

**Happy Hour Drink:** Red Bull and cranberry